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WEIGHTED INEQUALITIES FOR COMMUTATORS
OF FRACTIONAL AND SINGULAR INTEGRALS
CARLOS SEGOVIA AND JOSÉ L . TORREA
Introduction
We dedicate this paper to the memory of José Luis Rubio de Francia, who de-
veloped the theory of extrapolation and gave beautiful applications of vectorial
methods in harmonic analysis .
Through this paper we shall work on Rn, endowed with the Lebesgue mea-
sure . Given a Banach space E we shall denote by LE(Rn) or LE the Bochner-
Lebesgue space of E-valued strongly measurable functions such that
where
lif(x)1IE <-Foo .
Given a positive measurable function ce(x) we shall denote by LÉ(a) the space
of E-valued strongly measurable functions such that f 11f(x)IJÉ-(x)dx < o0
and we shall denote by BMOE(a) the space of strongly measurable functions
b such that
~Q






Given two Banach spaces E and F, we shall denote by .C(E, F) the Banach
space of all continuous linear operators from E into F .
By a Banach lattice we mean a partially ordered Banach space F over the
reals such that
(i) x < y implies x + z < y -}- z for every x, y, z E F,
(ii) ax>0foreveryx>0inFanda>0inR .
(iii) for every x, y E F there exists a least upper bound (l.u.b .) and a greatest
lower bound (g .1 .b .), and
(iv) if Ix1 is defined as ,xl = l.u.b . (x, -x) then IIxjj < llyl) whenever Ix1 < jyj .
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We shall say that a positive function a belongs to A(p, q) if
(1 a-P'(,)d,)1IP'(1 aq(x)dx) l I9 < C,
IQl Q IQI e
holds for any cube Q C Rn and p' + p = p'p, the constant C not depending on
Q.
Observe that if we denote by Ap the Muckenhoupt's class, then, for p > 1,
w E A(p, p) if and only if wP E Ap .
Finally we shall say that a Banach space E is U.M.D . if the Hilbert transform
is bounded from LÉ into LÉ, see [2] .
The paper is organized as follows : in section 1 we state and prove the extrap-
olation results, in section 2 we state the commutator theorems, these theorems
are proved in section 4, we give several applications in section 3 .
1 . Two extrapolation results
Let v > 0 be a measurable function , 1 < p < q < oo, 1 < A < oo and
r - v = 1 . We shall say that a weight w belongs to the class A(°)(p, q) if
w E A(p, q) and vw E A(p, q) .
Let p > 1, we shall say that w belongs to the class AP" ) if w E Ap and
vPw E Ap
_
Observe that 1 = A'(P, -{- v), then it is clear that w E A(°) (p, q) if and only if
w-P' E Ai) and if and only if w9 E Ai+v~p' ; therefore by the properties of
the class A(,V) , see [7], the class A(°) (p, q) is not empty if and only if v" E A2 .
We shall use the following lemma, due to Rubio de Francia for the classes
Ap , whose proof for the classes A( Y) can be found in [7] .
(1 .1) Lemma. Assume v E A2, let 1 < r < oo and w E A(r') .
any positive u with u E L" (w) these exists U E L" (w) such that
(a) u < U a .e .
(e) Uw E A
Nuw wc : state the rmain results of this paragraph .
Then, for
(1. .2) Theorem . LeíT he. a suhlinear operator defined on Có and satisfying
IIwTf¡l. < Cwllwfll« , ,
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for every w such that w -1 E A1 and (vw)-1 E A1 . Then
holds for every w E AP°) and p > 1 .
IITf II LI(~) < Cwllf II Lv(w)
(1 .3) Theorem . Let 1 < A < oo and T be a sublinear operator defined on
Có and satisfying
IIwTf11. < cwIIfIILI(~a) ,
for every w such that w-,\, E A1 and (vw)" E Al . Then if 1 < p <
ñ ¡he inequality
IITfIlLv(1) < C~lifiL,,(wP)
holds for every w E AM (p, q) .
The proof of Theorem (1 .2) can be found in [7], we shall reproduce it here
for the sake of completeness .
Let f E LP(w), w E A(') , 1 < p . We define
g - wl/P(P-1)lflwl/P/(f IflPw)1/P if lflwl/P :~ 0
and
g = w1/P(P-1)e-_I=I2/P íf IfIw 1/P = 0 .
Then, g > 0 a .e ., fgPw-P ' lP < 2, ad
Now, by the properties of the classes A(° ), see [7], w -P '/P E AP") therefore
we can apply lemma (1 .1) and we obtain a function G >_ g a.e ., Gwl- P' E A(, ,
and satisfying
Then,
ll fwp'lpg-111 . = (f IfIPwdx) 1/P .
f GPw l-P'dx < cf 9Pw1-P'dx < 2c .
(J
l f1Pwdx)
1/P > C11wP"G-'f 11 ..
Since (wP'-1G-1)-1 and (vwP'-1 G-1 )-1 belong to A 1 , we get
(f IflPwdx)1/P > cllwP"G-1Tfll<
¿flwP"G-1 Tfll,,(
J
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as we wanted to show .
Proof of Theorem (1 .3) : Let w E A(°) (p, q), ñ - 1 = á and f E LP(wP) .
Since
f Ifl PwPdx) 1IP =(Pf_p, I a )Plaw -P~dx)(alP)( l la)
there exists g > 0 such that
1 g (PIA)'w-P' dx = 1
and
(1 .5) (f IfIPWPdx) 1 IP = (~ IfJ I'\gw-P'dx)11'\ .
Let h = g"P. Then (1 .4) is equivalent to
1 hglI'w-P'dx = 1
Since w E A( ' ) (p, q) we have w-P' E A(' ,lg ; setting r = 1 -f- g , we can apply
lemma (1 .1), observing that r' _ -~~ to obtain a function H > h such that
(1 .6) J Hgla'w-P'dx < c and Hw -P' E A(°-A')
Therefore the weight v = H-1 h'wP'la ' is such that v -A ' E A l and (vv)" E
A1 .
Then, returning to (1 .5) and using the hypothesis we have
(f If1PwPdx) 1 IP > (1Ifla(h-1lA'Jl'\')Adx)1la
>_ (J IfJ
A (H-1/A'wP'/A ') Adx) 1 / A > cil(Tf)H-1la'uYIA'11 . .
Taking (1 .6) into account, this is bigger than
II(Tf)H-1la"wP'1"'II~. (
J
Hgl-N'w-P'dx)'lg > c( J
ITfjgwgdx)llg .
Note . The theorems of this section are heavily inspired in [10] .
(2.1) Definition: we shall denote by BMOE(a) the space of strongly mea-
surable functions b such that
where
if
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2. Commutators for fractional and singular integrals
IQ






(2 .2) Definition : We shall say that a positive function a belongs to A(p, q)
(1 ¡ a-P'(x)dx) 1 IP ' (1 a9 (x)dx) 1 I 9 < C
IQI JQ M
£ _
ho1ds for any cubo Q C Rn and p' -f- p = p'p, the constant C not depending on
Q.
Now we state the theorems of this section .
(2 .3) Theorem . Leí E, F be Banach spaces . Leí T be a bounded linear
operator from LÉ(Rn) finto LF(Rn) for 1 < p <_ q < oo, 0 <_ y < n and
As.sume ¡ha¡ there exists an £(E, F) -valued kernel satisfying :P q
z
(K.1) for any compactly supported f,
Tf(x) = 1 k(x, y)f(y)dy, for x q supp f ,
(K .2) if Ix - y¡ > 2Ix - x'I then
II k(x, y) - k(x', y)11 G
CIx - x,1Ix - yln+1-y'
leí ~ -> ¿ be a bounded linear operator from .C(E, E) into ,C(F, F) such
that
¡Tf(x) = T(2f)(x) and
k(x,y)B = £k(x,y) .
(2 .4) Given a, fl E A(p, q), v = af-1 and b an C(E, E)-valued function such
that b E BMOC(E,E)(v) and b E BMO,c(FF)(v), then, the operator Cb defined
by
Cbf(x) = b(x)Tf(x)-T(bf)(x) ,
is bounded from LÉ(aP) into LP(Qq) for 1 < p 5 q < oo and ~ - 1 = 1 .
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(2.5) Given a, /p E A(p, q), p2 = a/l-1 , a and b ,C(E, E) -valued functions
such that a, b E BMOC(E E)(h) and á, b E BMOC(F F)(P), moreover, for every
x and y, a(x)b(y) = b(y)x(a) and á(x)b(x) = b(x)ú(x) . Then, the operator Ca,b
defined by
(W.3) if Ix - yI > 21x - x% then
C.,bf(x) = b(x)Caf(x) - Ca (bf)(x) ,
is bounded from LE' (aP) into LF(fl9) for 1 < p <- q < oo and P - 9 - ñ .
(2.6) Theorem . Le¡ F be a Banach lattice and V a bounded linear operator
from LP(Rn) into LF'(Rn) for 1 < p <- q < oo, 0 <_ -y < n and ñ - 1 = ñ .
Assume that there exisis an F-valued kernel W(x, y) va¡isfying
(W.1) W(x, y) is positive for every x and y,
(W.2) for any f with compact support
Vf(x) = 1 W(x, y)f(y)dy, and
IIW(x,y)-WW,y)II :5
CIx-x, l
I x - yln+1-7
(2.7) Given e¿,# E A(p, q), v = a/i-1 and b E BMO(v), then ¡he operator
V+ defined by
V+f(x) = f lb(x) - b(y)IW(x,y)f(y)dy,
is bounded from LP(aP) into LF(O9) for 1 <p<- q < oo and 1 - 1 - ñ .
(2.8) Given a, 0 E A(p, q), p, 2 = cep-1 , a and b functions in BMO(t1), then,
¡he operator V+b defined by
V+ f(x) = f la(x) - .(y)¡Ib(x)-b(y)IW(x,y)f(y)dy,
is bounded from LP(aP) into LP(Pq) for 1 < p _< q < oo and ñ - v = ñ .
(2 .9) Remark . If v2 E A2 then b E BMO(v) if and only if
(1 ¡ lb(x) - bQ12dx)1/2 <
CV(Q)
IQIJQ IQI
To see this it_is enough to observe that if v2 E A2 then v satisfies a reverse
Holder condition with exponent 2, see [9] .
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(2 .10) Remark. The theory of vector-valued Calderón-Zygmund operators,
see [5], and potential operators, see [61, can be applied in both theorems despite
of the fact that smoothness is required only on the first variable of the kernel .
Thus the operator T (respectively V) tucos out to be a bounded operator from




(2.11) Remark . Let v2 E A2, and aQ such that a#- ' = v2 . It is easy to
check that if 5 = a1/2p1/2, then b-1 belongs to A1 if a-1 and fi-1 belongs to
A1 and 5 E A(p, q) if a and f belong to A(p, q) .
3. Applications
A. Let 0 < -y < n . Let T be a bounded linear operator from LP(Rn) into
L9(Rn) for P - 1 = ñ .
Assume that there exists a kernel k(x, y) that satisfies
(i) for any compactly supported f,





Given ñ - 9 = ñ, a and b in BMO(v), we have,
(3.1) for any pair a, 0 E A(p, q), v = a,d-1 , the commutator
[T, Mb].f(x) = b(x)Tf(x) - T(bf)(x)
is bounded from LP(aP) into L9(p9),
(3.2) for any pair a, f E A(p, q), v2 = af3-1 , the commutator
[[T, Mb], Malf(x) = a(x)[T, Mb] .f (x) - [T, Mb](af)(x)
is bounded from LP(aP) into L9 (N9 ) .
In particular, the commutator of any Calderón-Zygmund operator with stan-
dard kernel will be bounded from LP(a) into LP(fi) for a, f E AP and al -1 =
vP . Also the commutator of the fractional integral of order -y will be bounded
from LP(aP) into L9(l9), ñ - 1 = ñ, a, f E A(p, q) and af-1 = v . Analogous
results are true for the second commutator assuming v = p, 2 . For the case of
the Hilbert transform see [1], for the case of singular integrals with unbounded
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kernel see [7], and for . the case of fractional integrals, see [3] for an unweighted
version .




Ix - In-^¡ and
(iv) P.V . f k(x,y)f(y)dy exists a.e.
We define
and
TJ(x) = f k(x,y)f(y)dy,
C*ix) = sup Ib(x)TEf(x) - TE(bf)(x)IE
Ca,bf (x ) = sup Ia(x)b(x)TEf(x) - a(x)TE(bf)(x) - b(x)TE(af)(x) +TE(abf)(x)I .E
Then
(3.3) for any pair a, f3 E A(p, q), v = af-1 , the operator C6 is bounded from
LP(aP) into L9(pq), and the operator
P.V . f (b(x) - b(y))k(x,y)f(y)dy,
exists a.e . for f E LP(aP) and it is bounded from LP(aP) into
(3.4) for any pair ce, ,3 E A(p, q), v2 = a,0-1 , the operator
from LP(aP) into L9(ag), and the operator
P.V . I(a(x) - a(y))(b(x) - b(y))k(x,y)f(y)dy,
exists a.e . for f E LP(aP) and it is bounded from LP(cJ) into L9(fl9) .
The proof of (3.3) in the case p = q can be found in [8] ; here we shall give a
sketch for the case (3.4) .
Let 0,0 E C°°([O,oo)) such that, I0'(t)I < Ct-1, I0'(t)I < Ct-1 and
We consider the operators
X[2,oo) < 0 < X[1,oo), X[1,2] < 0 < X[1/2,3] .





Cá b ls bounded
and
with kernels given by
and













The kernel of oP as Q'(R) -valued function satisfies (K .2) of Theorem (2.3) .
Analogously, it can be shown that the kernel of kP satisfies (W.3) of Theorem
(2.6) .
By the vector valued Calderón- Zygmund theory, see [5] and [6], ~P and T are
bounded linear operators for LP into Lé_, - v = n . Therefore -¿ satisfies the
hypotheses of Theorem (2.3) and T the hypotheses of Theorem (2.6) .
Let b(x) = (b(x), b(x), . . . , b(x), . . . ), it is clear that b E BMO£-(v), and
therefore by Theorem (2 .3) and Theorem (2.6) the operators
and
'Pa,bf(x) =
{a(x)b(x)OEf(x) - a(x)OE(bf)(x) - b(x)~E(af)(x) + OE(abf)(x)}E>o
q'abf(x) = {1 ja(x) - a(y) IIb(x) - b(y)I0.(x, y)f(y)dy~e>0
are bounded from LP(cYP) into Lé_(fl9) for a, f E A(p,q) and «,#-1 = v2 .
Now, we consider the operator
Ta,bf(x) _
{a(x)b(x)TE f(x) - a(x)TE(bf)(x) - b(x)TE (af)(x) + TE(abf)(x)}E>o
The difference operator
Ua,bf(x) = '¿a,bf(x) - T.,bf(x) _
f(a(x) - a(y»(b(x) - b(y» [O('x e
YI ) - X,r,.)( Ix e Y')] k(x, Of
(y)d+>0
satisfies, for a certain 0 as above, that
IIU.,bf(x)Ile-
sup ja(x) - a(y)IIb(x) - b(y)IIk(x, y)I« Ix -
yl
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and therefore Ua ,b is bounded from LP(aP) into Lé_(~9) and, consequently,
Ta ,b is bounded from LP(aP) into Lé~(Q9), that is to say Ca b is bounded from
LP(aP) into L9(fl9),
C. Let p,1 < p < oo; a and fl E Ap , v2P = ap-1 , a, b E BMO(v), then the
operator
sa,bf (x) = sup IJ~.
(b(x) - b(y»(yx) - a(y» e-zry f(y)dyI ,
is bounded from LP(a) into LP(P). '
To prove this it is enough to observe that, by the Carleson-Hunt theorem,
see [4], the operator
is bounded from LP(R) into LQ-(R), for any p,1 < p < oo . The kernel of
this operator satisfies (K.1) and (K.2), see [5], therefore it is enough to apply
theorem 1 with b(x) = (b(x), b(x), . . . , b(x), . . . ) .
D. Let H be the Hilbert transform
Hf(x) = p.v . ~(yydy,
and let E be a U .M.D . Banach space, see [2] . Let p, 1 < p < oo, a and
fl E AP, v 2 = (cef-1 )11P and a,b E BMOC(E.E.)(v) . Moreover, we assume
that a(x)b(y) = b(y)a(x) holds for every x, y E R". Then the operator
P.V . (a(x) - a(y»(b(x) - b(y» f(y)dy,x-y
is bour>dcd froin L¡;(a) into L¿,
E . Let I .í I>c tlre fi-actional integral, of'order -y,
It is known, see [6], tl>at, I,y is Ixn>udcd frorn Lp,(R") into LÉ(R"), for
any Banacli spacc E a.nd P Lct a, fi E A(p, q), v 2 = ap
-r and
11
a,, b E BMO,c(P;,E)(v) . Moreover, wc t>ssurnc ; tlrat a(x)b(y) = b(y)a(x) holds for
every x, y E R" . Then tl>c, operators






are bounded from LÉ(aP) into LE" (pq) for any Banach space E .
F . Maximal operators . Let 0 < -y < n . Suppose that 0 E L-Y(R") and
verifies
10 - y) - O(x)I :5 CIylIx1 - n-1+Y ' when Ix1 > 2lyi .
Set Oe(x) = e -n+YO(E-lx ) . Then the operator
can be viewed as a vector-valued Calderón-Zygmund operator, bounded from
LP(Rn) into Lé-(Rn), P - 1 = ñ, see [5] and [6] . Therefore proceeding as in
application C we have that the operators
and
are bounded from LP(aP) into Lé_(f9), r - 1 = ñ, where a and fl E A(p,q),
al -1 = v and b E B .M.O(v) ; also we have that the operators
and
are bounded from LP(aP) into Lé_(f9), r - q = ñ, where a and 0 E A(p,q),
af-1 = v2 , b and a belong to BMO(v).







_ a(x) - a(y)II
b(x) - b(y)If(y)dy, and
SEQ IQI 1 ^
fQ (a(x)_ a(y))(b(x) - b(y))f(y)dy,
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I7a,bf(x)
_ Ia(x) - a (y) 11b(x) - b(y) I f(y)dy,
f Ix - yjn_Y
Mof(x)) U*Mx)}E>o,
MO,bf(x) = {b(x)f * 0e(x) - (bf) * 0E(x)}E>o
M+,S,bf(x) _ f I b(x) - b(y)IOE(x - y)f(y)dy}E>o,
MO,a,bf(x) ={a(x)b(x)[f * 0E](x) - a(x)[(bf) * 0E](x)
- b(x)[(af) * OE](x) -i- [(abf) * OE](x)}
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(3.5) Theorem . Le¡ v be a weight in A2 such that v-7 E A2 . Then the
following conditions are equivalen¡
(a) For P - 9 = 1, a and fl E A(p, q) and v = af-1 , ¡he operator Sb maps
LP(aP) into Lq(fig) .
(b) For ñ - 1 = ñ, a and ~ E A(p, q) and v = caO-1 , ¡he operator Sb maps




_ go, vqo/2 = vo vl1 with vo and vl E Al , then Sb maps
Lpo«vovll)po/qo) finto Lgo(v~ 1 v1) for ño - 90 = n .
(d) b belongs to B .M.O .(v) .
Proo£ We have seen that (d) => (a) and it is obvious that (a) =* (b) .
To see that (b) =* (c) observe that with this election of q o we have pá = qo
and _ ( vj1 v1)1/qo E A(p,q), a = (vovl 1 ) 1 /qo E A(p,q), and afl-1 = v .
Now we prove (c) => (d) .


































IQI( 2 /p o )/( 2 /p




4 . Proofs of the commutator theorems
(4.1) De$nition . Let 1 <_ s < oo, E be a Banach space, v E A2, a, 0
positive functions, a and b functions belonging to BMOr-(E,E)(v) and f be an
E-valued function . We define the following maximal functions .
(4 .2) Mlf(x) = sup
IQ I 1Q
II(b(y) - bQ)f(y)IIdy ,
1/s
M2f(x) = SUPIQI yln 1 II (b(y) - bQ)f(y) II 9dy
IQI JQ
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M' f(x) = SUPIQI1/,
L IQ I JQ




II b(y) - bQII 9 a_ 9/2 (y)dyJ
1/s
Ms f(x) = SUPIQI7/'
L IQI JQ















































II(a2iQ - a(y)f(y) II dy)
(4.14) M13f(x)=sup(
IQI
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In all the cases the supremum is taken over all cubes in Ra with sides par-
alell to the axes and centered in x . (vXQ)* stands for the Hardy-Littlewood
maximal function of vXQ .
(4.16) Proposition. Le¡ E be a Banach space . Le¡ 0 < .y < n, assume
a - n/(n-y) and fl-n/(n-7) E Al , v = aQ-1 and b E BMO,c(E,E)(v) . Then
(4.17) IIflM1fJIL- <CIIfalIL-,






(4.20) Proposition . Let E be a Banach space . Let 0 < -y < n, assume
a-n/(n-y), b-n/n-7 , and e-n/(n-7) E A1, v2 = af-1 , v = ab
-1 = bf -1 , and
a, b E BMOC(E,E) . Then
(4.21) IIfMifJIL- < CllfalIL;1y1 i = 7,8,9, and
IIOMUIIL- < cllfallLEly, i=10,11,12 . j>1 .
(4.23) If u =+y
IIaM5fIIL- <- CII falILE1`
(4.24) There exists e > 0 such that if 1 < s < (1 + e) then




(4.26) If u =
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n+y
IIPMifJIL- < ClIf6IILÉ,i=4,13 .
IIOMI4flIL- < CllfalIL ;I-"
We postpone the proofs of these Propositions . Now we state and prove the
following Corollaries .
(4.27) Corollary. Let v- -a E A2 , 0 < y < n. Then in the hypothesis
of Proposition (.x .16) we have that
and
(4 .28) if a, fl E Ap, 1 < p < oo, and af-1 = vP then
IIM1fII L"(#) < CIIfIILÉ(a) ,
(4.29) if a, fl E A(p, q), - v = ñ and a3-1 = v thenñ
IIM2fIIL9(a9) <-CIIfIILÉ(ao), 1 < s < (1+e)
(4 .30) Corollary. Le¡ v -~ E A2 , 0 <_ y < n. Then in the hypothesis of
Proposition (.x .20) we Nave that
(4.31) if a, /3 E A(p, q), r - 9 = ñ, and a,3-' = v2 , then
and
lIM3flIL9(a9) <-CIlfIILE(an) .
IlMifJILa(a9) -< ClifIILÉ( .o) i = 7,8,9,
IIMifIIL9(,,9) s CIIfIILÉ(ao) i = 10, j > 1 ,
IIMifIIL9(a9) CIIfIILÉ(ao), u= n +y ,
i =5,14
IIM6fliL9(Q°) < CliflILÉ(«n), 1 < s < (1 +e) ,
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(4.32) if 5, ,Q E A,, 1 < p < oo and S,Q-1 = vP, then
IIM;fjjLP(a) C CIIf1ILÉ(ó), i = 4,13 .
For the proof of these Corollaries it is enough to observe that for a sublinear
operator S, the inequality
IISfJILP(0) < CIIfJILP(«) a,fl E AP	 d a0 -1 = vP
is equivalent to the inequality
IISf ilL9(p9) _< CII f II LP(aP) , a, 9 E A(p, q) and a/3-1 = v ,
is equivalent to the inequality
IIU(9)IILP( .) < CII9IILP(w), w E AP°) ,
U being the operator U(g) = S(gv-1) .
Analogously, observe that the inequality
IIU(9)IIL9(w9) <_ CII911LP( .P), w E A(°) (p, q),
U being the operator U(g) = S (gv-1 ) .
With these two observations the corollaries (4.27) and (4.30) are direct con-
sequences of Theorems (1 .2) and (1.3) .
(4 .33) Proposition. There exisis E > 0, such that if
2n
1 < s < (1 + E), andu = n -f~y ,
then the operators considered in Theorem (2.3) and in Theorem (2.6) satisfy
the following inequalities
(4.34) (Cbf)#(x) < C {M1 (Tf)(x) + M2 f(x) + M3f(x)} ,












+M'f(X) +Mfif(x)+M7f(X) +M8f(x)+M9 f(x)
+ 1: 2-j(Miof(x) + Mi2f(x)) +Y:72-'Miif(x)
j-1 j-1
+M14f(x)}
Assuming this Proposition (4.33) we can give the proof of Theorem (2.3) and
Theorem (2.6) . We prove Theorem (2.3) only, since the proof of Theorem (2 .6)
is similar.
In fact, we shall give only the proof of (2.5) assuming that (2.4) is true . The
proof of (2.4) is similar using remark (2.10) .







+ (1 IICaf(x)II gbq(x)dx)
1/q
+ (1 II f(x)IIPaP(x)dx)
1/P
}














IIbq - bQ,, II :5 Ckvq,, k , < kCin k (vXQ k ) * (y)
This ends the proof of section (2.5) in Theorem (2.3) .
Now we give the procfs of the technical propositions (4.16), (4.20) and (4.33) .
We shall need the following lemmas.
(4 .38) Lemma. Let E be a Banach space. Let Q be a cabe and Qk = 2''Q .
Then if b E BMOE(v), v E A2, it follows that
where Q¡(k) is the cube such that vQ,(,t) = 1m<k vQ, arad (vXQk )* is the Hardy-
Littlewood maximal function of VXQ,,
(4.39) Lemma. If w -t E A1 , there exists e > 0 such thai for every 1 < r <
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(4.40) Lemma. If w-t E AI, there exists e > 0 such that wr E Ar,/t for
every 1 < r < (1 +,E) .
(4 .41) Lemma. Let E be a Banach space, if b E BMOE(v) and v i _





holds for 1 < r < t(1 + e) and xo E Q, l = 1, 2.
The proof of there lemmas can be found in [1] .
(4.42) Lemma. Let E be a Banach space; 0 < -y < n, a- ^^_, ^^_, E Al ,
v = cef'I and b E BMOr-(E E)(v) . Then for any function f we have,
(4.43)
I/P
if 1<p< n then, (-PI IIfallPdx) 5 Ilfalln/,-IQI
-,/n
>




ll(b-bQ)f11'dx) < Cllfalln/-,IQI -,/n(inf.Ega-I(x)) ,














Proof.. (4.43) is obvious by using H51der's inequality . Lemma (4.41) and
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Choosing p, 1 < p < 7, such that p' < (nn7) (1 + E) and a- p' E Al, then





II(b- bQ)II9ta-stdxl (IQI £ IIf,II9"dx)
Now if we choose t such that st < n -y (1 + E) and st' < 7, where E is the
one which appears in lemma (4.41), we get that the last product is less than
CIIfaII 7 IQI -7/n2nfzEQ~-1(x) .
(4.47) Lemma. Let t > 1, and w-t E Al , then wl/2 E A((2t)', 2t).
Proof ofProposition (4.16) : Through this proof "sup "always shall mean the
supremum over the cubes centered at x . The proof of (4.17) and (4.18) are
direct applications of (4.45) and (4.44) .
To show (4.19), choose r such that nny < r < ( (1 + E) , r' < 1 and
ca- r E A1 then by (4.43), M3f(x) is less than
sup (inf (vXQ)* (y)J IQI7/n
(1 J II fMa(y)II,,dyl
1/r/ a-r(y)d
1/r
yEQ IQI Q (IQI1IQ
y)
< Csup (ynQ(-XQ)*(y)J IIfall- ( InfyEQa-1 (y))
< CsupIIfall- inf ((inf a -1 (z)
/
-(VXQ)*(y)) < CIIfalI-,"~-1(x) .yEQ zEQ
Proof of Proposition (4.20) : Through this proof the word "sup "always shall
mean the supremun over the cubes centered at x . Let ab-1 = v = b/0-1 .
have
If u = +7, we have that u (~)' = y, then by HSlder's inequality, we
1(n-y)/2n
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(x)0 -1/2(x) = CIIfaiinl,P-1(x) .
If 1 < s < (1 + e), then by Hdlder's inequality, we have
M6,f
(X)








Now if we choose t such that st' < n,~(1 +e) and st < 7, where E is the








£¡¡ .(Y) - aQll
29t' a_ st' (y)dyJ
Using (4.44) we get,












Ilb(y) - bQll 2 st'a_
,t'
(y)dy) Ilfalln/7 < C/i-1(x)IIfalin/7-
The proof for M9f is pararell to the proof forM3 .
For Mí0 we use HSlder's inequality with r' < and r < ñn 7(1 + e) such










( 1 1 a-r(y)dy) 1/r
I2'Ql Q I2'Ql zjQ
< Clifall?sup
(lQl
19jjb(y) - bQ 11 dy)(11.(y)-aQ11dY)
l QI ~Q
(ZnfyE2i Qa-1 (y))
<Cllfallysup(IQl £ llb(y)-bQlldy) (V fQlla(y)-aglla-1(y)dy) .
Let
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Now applying Remark (2.11) and Lemma (4.41) twice we obtain the desired
result for Mí o . We don't give the proof for Mi l which is a mixture of the proofs
for MI)o and for M3 . Analogously the proof of Mi2 is a mixture of the proofs
for M7 and Mio.
Since b-1 E A1 we have by Lemma (4.41)
M13f(x) < Cllfóll .SUP
~1QI JQ
ilb(y)-bQ11dy) (yné_ a-1(y))
C1lfbll . - p_1(x) .










(1 1 1 £
IIb(y) - bQII«-1/2(y)dy)11faIIn/y
(1Q l .lQ a--/2(y)dy)1/~







Since 2 < nn7 then
p-1/2 E A1 and then we get the desired result .
Proof ofProposition (4.33) :
We shall prove (4.34) and (4.37), the other cases can be proved analogously .
Let Q be a cube in Rn with center ar xo. Given a function f with compact
support, we define
Then if x E Q, we have
fi(x) = f(x)X2Q(x), f2(x) = f(x) - f1(x) .
cQ = T((bQ - b)f2)(xo).
Cbf(x) = b(x)Tf(x) - T(bf)(x) = (b(x) - ¿Q)Tf(x)
+T(bQf)(x) - T(bf)(x) = (b(x)-¿Q)Tf(x)
+ T((bQ - b)f)(x) .
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Therefore, for x E Q, we have
IICbf(x) - CQIIF :5 II(b(x) - ¿Q)Tf(x)IIF
+ IIT((bQ - b)fl)(x)II F
+ IIT((bQ - b)f2)(x) -T((bQ - b)f2)(xo)IIF
= Ul(x) + U2(x) + U3(x) .
We shall estimate (Cbf)*(xo) in terms of the a l (x) . Obviously
1 j Uj (x)dx < M,(Tf)(xo) .
IQ I JQ -
Now, for U2(x) choose r such that 1 - = ñ and s < (1 + e) . Then usingT,









< C ( 1 1 11(b(x) - bQ)f(x)II'dx) IQI-,/n < CM2f(xo ) .
IQ I Q
On the other hand, by using hypotheses (K.1) and (K.2), we have,
°3(x) :5 J
IIb(y) - bQ1111f2(y)II IIK(x, J) - K(xo, y)IIdy
< C
,~1 I I1 /n
IIb(y) - bQIIIIf(y)IIdy
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This finishes the proof of (4.34) .
In order to prove (4.37), given a cube Q and a positive compactly supported
function f, we decompose f into fl and f2 as before and we consider
wQ = f IaQ - a(y)IIbq - b(y)IW(xo,y)f2(y)dy .
We observe that wQ is finite since bQ - b and aQ - a belongs to L 2(Q) .
ff x E Q and I - I is the absolute value in F, standard computations give
I Vñf(x) - wQI C f I (a(x) - a(y))(b(x) - b(y))W(x, y)f(y)
- (aQ - a(y))(bQ - b(y»W(xo, y)f2(y) Idy
c la(x) - aQ I f I b(x) - b(y) I W(x, y)f(y)dy
+Ib(x)-bQI f la( -a(y)IW(x,y)fl(y)dy
+ I b(x) - bQI f IaQ - a(y) I W(x, y)f2(y)dy
+ f IaQ - a(y)IIbq - b(y)IW(x, y)fl(y)dy
+f IaQ-a(y)IIbQ-b(y)IIW(x, y)-W(xo,y)If2(y)dy
= Al(X) + A2(x) + A3(x) + A4(x) + as(x) .
For A3, and since aQ -- -Q- fQ a(z)dz we have




fQ (a(z) - a(y)W(x, Of2(y)dzjdy .
1\3(x)`Ib(x)-bQI






A3,1 (X) + A3,2(X) + A3,3 (X) ,
It is clear that
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Ib(x - b dx/'
1/u











b(x) - bQlu dx~ IQIy/n-1/u (JQ(laQ -a(x)If(x»udx)
< CMSf(xo) .

















a z - a
2i IQIJQCI2~QIJ2iQ
( ) Q + aQ
- a2j Q + a2i Q
C I2,QIy/n IQI J2iQ I2~QI Jz~Q
la(,)- .Qlf(y)dydz
I2)QIy/n 1 1




~ Ia2iQ-a(y)If(y)dydz.2~ IQI ~Q I2'QI J2~Q
By Lemma (4.38) this is less than or equal to





IQ I I2i QI 2i















It is clear that











On the other hand if u = +.y , we have ti - ú, = ñ, then by lemma (4.47)















< IQI IQ I b(x)-bQI_
dx) IQIy/n








We handle \4(x) as follows . Choose s - r, = 1 and 1 <_ s < (1 + e), then







< CIQI7/n ( 1
J
(IaQ - a(x)IIbq-b(x)If(x»9dx) < CMsf(xo) .
IQ I Q












IaQ - a(y)IIbq - b(y)If(y)dy
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By lemma (4.38), this is less than
f; Q Ia 2j Q - a(y)II b2i Q - b(y) If(y)dy
+j ( inf (vx2iQ)*(y))J Ib2iQ-b(y)If(y)dyYE2j Q 2i Q
+i (inf (vx2;Q)*(y)) ~~
Ia2'Q-a(y)If(y)dy)
YE2j Q 2i Q
2
+ j2 inf (VX2;Q)*(y))
~~
f(y)dy) .
(Yc2j Q 2~ Q
Therefore
Then, we have,
P\5(41 C C {Msf(xo) + M7f(xo) + Maf(xo) + M9f(xo)} ,
ending the proof of (4.37) .
P5WII :5 C j:(2-'Msf(xo)+j2-'M, f(xo)
j-I~ 00
+j2 -jMaf(xo) +j22-'M9f(xo)} .
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